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The asset linking 

feature lets you 

see who signed 

out assets, 

where they’re being used, and if they’re 

attached to another asset. For example, 

you can have a fire extinguisher, GPS 

device, toolbox, and an AED assigned to 

a company truck. You can then assign 

that truck to a company supervisor who 

is responsible for it all. This technology 

allows you to view all the assets assigned 

to any employee, worksite, or another 

asset with the click of a button.

Assign company assets 
to any location, user, or 
other asset.

View and re-assign 
linked assets in any user 
profile or location.

3 Key 
Features

Managing company 
equipment and assets 
just got easier!

Sign assets in and out 
by scanning QR codes.

Linking 
Assets 
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Reassign

Streamline Asset 
Management

The linked asset technology 
can drastically reduce the time 
your team spends managing 
company equipment and assets. 
You can quickly see who has 
what equipment, where it is, and 
when it’s time for an inspection 
or maintenance.

Instant Access to Asset Profiles 
Our asset management system can create QR codes for all 
your equipment. Scan the QR codes and instantly assign 
equipment to a person, location, or any other equipment. 

Move Assets with Ease
You can instantly re-assign any assets or equipment to other 
worksites and workers or attach them to another asset without    
disrupting your scheduled forms.

For example, a daily scheduled pre-trip inspection form for 
a forklift will continue to automatically send no matter the 
location the forklift is assigned. Re-assign equipment safely 
without work delays!

Unlimited Asset Assignments
Assign as many assets as you need to people, locations, and 
other assets!

With the asset linking technology, you can assign equipment 
to a toolbox, attach that toolbox and other equipment to a 
company vehicle, which can be assigned to a worksite or user, 
and then see it all at-a-glance with the asset assignment tree in 
every asset, location, or user profile.

If your team finds equipment in the wrong worksite, they can 
look it up and find out where it’s needed with just a quick scan. 
Keep your worksites running at a world-class level!


